
Compliance Management 

& Traceability for Pharma 

What is ReposiTrak®?  ReposiTrak consists of two systems:  Track & Trace 

and Compliance Management. 

 Track & Trace.  Quickly identifies the supply chain path taken by a product in 
the unfortunate event of a recall.  It can reduce the risk in the supply chain by 
identifying backward chaining sources and forward chaining recipients of 
products in near real time.  

 Compliance Management.  Not only receives, stores, and shares documenta-
tion, but also responds to requests.   It simplifies management of provider 
locations, licenses or certifications. 

ReposiTrak®  
Key Features 

 Can create a pedigree or 
track a serialized 
product 

 Works both externally 
with suppliers, or 
internally between DC 
and Store 

 Provides licensure 
management for 
providers 

 Provides complete 
visibility to the supply 
chain  from producer to 
consumer 

 Reduces Brand, Financial 
& Regulatory Risk 

Contact:        Leigh Feitelson | lfeitelson@parkcitygroup.com  |  435-645-2247 

Our Experience and Expertise 
ReposiTrak, Inc. is a collaboration between Leavitt Partners and Park 
City Group. Through Leavitt Partners, ReposiTrak customers have ac-
cess to industry experts who can help navigate the FDA rules and regu-
lations applicable with FSMA. They are available for consultation on 
import and export requirements and bring knowledge, experience and 
a network of global relationships.  

ReposiTrak is powered by Park City Group’s proven technology that 
tracks and traces items, costs, and locations; and provides invoicing as 
the world’s largest independent scan-based trading provider. With over 
16 years of operational and development experience and $150 million 
invested, Park City Group’s cloud-based solution tracks billions of con-
sumer transactions yearly.  

What are some Benefits to the Rx Supply Chain?  ReposiTrak... 
 Authenticates and verifies 

 Tracks ingredients, products, and path using GS1 or any other identifier 

 Can create a pedigree or track a serialized product 
 Manages licenses, certifications, registrations, etc. 

Is Your Rx Authentic?  Diverted, counterfeit,  and substandard products threaten patient safety. Man-

agement of the pharmaceutical supply chain has become one of the top public health concerns. Additionally, the 
globalization of production and distribution of both drug components and finished products has introduced multi-

ple ways for intentional adulteration.   ReposiTrak provides a platform to enable confir-
mation of authorized trading partners and products.  It also stores transaction infor-
mation as required, can track primary & secondary wholesalers, respond to requests 
for information and track and/or verify what is grandfathered, and/or what products 
have associated waivers and exemptions.  ReposiTrak supports DSCSA requirements. 
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